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only variegated. In consequence of some iuquiries, I have
been led lately 10 pay more than usual attention to the head-
dresses of ladies, and I observe that the green leaves are often
much larger and more deeply coloured than those which I have
received. "

Is a word of comment or caution necessary aftel this ? Surely
not. Here is the remedy for such an abuse. Dr. Hofmann

says :
" Ladies cannot, I think, have the remotest idea of the pre-

sence of arsenic in their ornaments. If aware of their true
nature, they would be satistied with less brilliant colours, and
reject, I have no doubt, these showy green articles, which have
not even the merit of being, as far as colouring is concerned, a
truthful imitation of nature. There being no longer a demand
for them, the manufacture of poisonous wreaths and poisonous
dresses would rapidly cease as a matter of course." ,

A RELIC OF THE PLAGUE.

A RECENT police case has revived the recollection of one of
the precautions taken in favour of the public health as long ago
as during the Plague of Lcmdon. Some of the pest-houses then
provided still remain, and a man who had obtained possession
of one of them seemed resolved that it should merit its appella-
tion by becoming a dangerous nuisance to the parish. John

Gray, a working man, was summoned before Mr. Dayman by
the churchwardens and overseers for the parish of Putney, for
unlawfully intruding himself into a certain parish house, and
for refusing and neglecting to quit and deliver up possession
within one month after notice and demand. Mr. Hare, soli-
citor, of Putney, attended for the churchwardens; and Mr.
Wilson for the defendant. It appeared from the statements of
Mr. Hare andLNIr. Watlin (one of the churchwardens) that the
house in question is situate upon Putney Lower Common, and
contains two small rooms. It was built, with others, as a pest-
house at the time of the Plague of London. Persons suffering
from the fatal disease were removed from town, to prevent con.
tagion, to these houses. They were erected under permission
granted by the lord of the manor. Since that period a permis-
sive right has been given by the churchwardens to poor persons
to occupy them. The proceedings against the defendant were
taken under the Act 59 George III., on account of the dis.

graceful mode in which the house was kept, the churchwarden.
being apprehensive that fever might thereby be engendered,
Ultimately satisfactory arrangements were made.

ON THE TREATMENT OF DELIRIUM TREMENS
TO the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,-During the first three or four years of my professional
life I treated delirium tremens with opiates after the usual
fashion, but the results were so unsatisfactory that I felt com-
pelled to drop the opium treatment entirely. For the last

twenty years I have pursued one course with such i-indevicttiiig
success, that I have not lost a single case, nor has the recovery
ever been tedious. The treatment consists of one ounce of

whiskey or brandy, with the same qttantity of Murray’s fluid
magnesia every third hour, by night and by day, as regular as
the clock strikes. A double dose is given at bedtime and at
the customary time of awaking in the morning. The quantity
of the stimulant must not be increased, and so long as the viru-
lence of the disease lasts, the intervals between the doses must
not be extended, even although the patient should have to be
roused out of sleep. The improvement will be so great at the
end of a few days, that the stimulant may be given at longer
intervals, until it is gradually withdrawn. It is also very im-

portant to put the secretions to rights as speedily as possible
with alteratives and aperients. If it were not for trespassing
on your space, I could give many examples of the value of this
plan of treatment, as well as some lamentable illustrations of
the evils of neglecting it. I cannot forget one gentleman,
whose life had been saved by it on several occasions, but who
unfortunately took an attack of the disease when absent from
home. Although he entreated the parties in charge of him to
follow the plan to which he had been accustomed, they would
not allow him one drop of stimulant, and he was dead in eight
hours. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

JAMES C. L. CARSON, M.D.Coleraine, Feb. 1862.

THE INFLUENCE
OF

RAILWAY TRAVELLING
ON

PUBLIC HEALTH.

Report of the Commission.

VI.

Influence f 
THE large majority of those persons who adopt

railway travelling habitual railway travelling to and from their
on dyspeptics. places of business (led to do so by a re-

cognition of failing health) suffer from some form of dyspepsia;
at least this they assume to be their ailment, because to it are
attributable the symptoms they chiefly experience.For the wear
and tear of constant anxious occupation, with little healthy
exercise, manifests its effects throughout the whole system;
and the diminished tone and vigour, the irresistible longing for
some change, are only general confessions of how much the
bodily health is below par. But the digestion, suffering only
as the rest suffers, is usually made the scapegoat in these cases;
on it all the blame is laid, and to it alone is the attention

specially directed. Hence we understand why, in many cases,
habitual railway travellers state that the symptoms they have
watched and guaged improve greatly with the change of life,
but suspect that some new trouble, some alarming indications
of nervous disease hitherto unnoticed, are developing themselves
as the result of railway travelling. The real truth of course is,
that these were coincident in cause and origin with the

dyspeptic symptoms, but that the attention was concentrated
on the latter.
We have already described the physiological reasons why

the peculiar motion of railway travelling tends to affect in-
juriously persons in whom the sympathetic and pneumogastric
nerves are either extremely susceptible or have been unduly
irritated. In some the motion of a railway carriage will pro
duce absolute vomiting; and many instances have been com-
municated to us where vertigo and nausea similar to those
preceding sea-sickness, or produced by an irritant in the
stomach causing reflex action to bring about its own ejection,
have so troubled travellers that rest after every journey was
absolutely necessary before any exercise or food could be taken.

" Some of the worst cases of dyspepsia I meet with," writes
a gentleman, with large opportunities of observation, "are
amongst persons who habitually hurry over their breakfasts to
catch the train ; and who have to work their very hardest in the
day that they may be at the station in time to get down to a
late heavy dinner in the evening. Such people are dissatisfied

because the change into the country does not set them up, for-getting that even the healthiest person could not long bear the
lives of regularly renewed excitement they lead; their meals,
railway journeys, and their business all being done under a
condition of excitement and a sense of racing against time."

In cases of that common hepatic derangement
Influence on which is dependent on sluggish action of thethe liver. *- . &deg;&deg; ’

liver, railway travelling appears to be bene-
ficial rather than otherwise, although the peculiar character of
the motion, and the sitting in a position which requires a con-
stant steadying effort, have in several cases been mentioned as
the cause of portal congestion, of haemorrhoids, of haemorrhage
in chronic dysentery and stomach diseases. There is grave
reason to believe that the recent death of a celebrated physician
from this latter cause was to some extent attributable to the

long railway journeys he was frequently required to undertake.


